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Our Next Meeting:
Our next meeting will be on Monday, March 18th,
6:00 pm, (some folks may drag in a little later)at
the Downtown location of the Chattanooga Public
Library. [1001 Broad Street
Chattanooga, TN 37402 ]
We’ll go to dinner afterwards as per our practice!

2019 Nationals: A lot has been happening
in recent weeks. Registration is now live on
line! Several of us have traveled to a few
shows out side out normal range for the
purpose of promoting the Nationals. There
UPCOMING EVENTS

DATE

Next Meeting

3/18/2019

Coker Cruise-In

3/30/2019

IPMS/Phantom Phlashers

4/6/2019

Model Classic (Northern
Virginia)

4/20/2019

IPMS/Knoxville

5/18/2019

IPMS/Louisville (MMCL)

5/18/2019

CAF Airpower visits Chattanooga

5/23-26/2019

River City Rumble

6/22/2019

South Carolina Mega Show

6/22/2019

2019 IPMS USA Nationals

8/7-10/2019

IPMS/Huntsville

8/24/2019

Piedmont Scale Modelers

9/14/2019

Southern Nationals Car
Show
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has been a little uptick in trophy
sponsorships (plenty left to go!!) Lots of
Buzz and activity. BE SURE TO BE AT
THE NEXT MEETING FOR A LITTLE BIT
OF HOST CLUB INFORMATION.
In This Issue
Making Plastic Parts Look Like Cast
Metal - Our member in North Carolina
sent an article on modelling technique.
See Yancey’s piece on Display. Page 3.
Teddy Ladd’s Batman Project: Teddy’s
working up a special display for the
Nationals Here’s a preview of what’s to
come. Holy Plastic Cow! Page 4.
Jack’s Back with a Monster Article: You
gotta see this THING Read all it. Page 8
Joey: Long time friend and supporter of
IPMS and frequent contributor to this
Newsletter Fred Horky tells us about the
unique airliners that serviced the Channel
Islands. Fly Over to Page 11 and read
about the Joey’s.

11/02/2019
Continued next page…….1

Photos and Some Words from the Old Dominion Open - Mike and I travelled over to
promote the Nationals and found a great show! See page 16
Luftwaffle available at Denny’s? Mike Moore sends us some humor See page 20.
IPMS/ATLANTA/MARIETTA SHOW Some photos to enjoy from the usual Good Show at the
Lockheed Union Hall! See page 21.
Photos from our last meeting See page 24
Atlanta AMPS and Model Soldier Show Some photos to enjoy from the usual Good Show
at the Lockheed Union Hall! See page 31.
Hurricane? Or Mission of Honor? Whatever the title Movie Night?? See page 36

Emanuel’s Roving Lens See page 37 He sent in some photos of Jeff Kuss’s memorial at
Smyrna and of a MC-130 doing touch and goes at CHA

Show Flyers and the like in the rest of this Issue.
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Making Plastic Parts Look Like Cast Metal
Yancey Christopher
The following is a method used to make the casting texture of a part pop. I learned it from some WW1
tutorials that were both printed and on YouTube.
At one of my local club meetings I was giving a tutorial on something and I just said using a dry brush
method of making some parts come alive. It was then I discovered that two of our newer members didn't
have a clue of what dry brushing was. I learned a valuable lesson that is not to assume everyone knows
what you're talking about and to always make people comfortable enough to ask. So, this may not be
new to most but why take a chance. It will be basic in nature.

First it is best to prime the part in black. As the name implies, dry brushing involves lightly loading the
brush with metallic or a lighter shade paint then wiping the brush with a paper towel until just a little bit of
paint is still on the brush. Most of the time you can rub this very small amount of metallic paint on the
surface of the model and it will make edges seem worn or chipped. When using a lighter version of the
base color you can make certain details pop. The key is making subtle light layers until you get the desired effect. With a textured surface it is best not to put the paint on to heavily or you will end up with a
monochromatic looking piece that you could achieve the same result by just airbrushing. Leaving the
deep nooks and crannies dark will create depth and that is what you are looking for.
I don't know if I have discovered a technique on my own but I think that I may be the only one using it. I
have also used a similar version for several years with my figure models. I am still having trouble with
blending oils the traditional way. Out of necessity I reverted back to something that I have a better grasp
of, dry brushing. With a face I will start with a base color. I will use lighter colors for areas that receive
more light. Darker colors for shade. If too stark blend with the base color. All of this is done with multiple subtle shades and layers. As with any painting it is all about multiple thin layers.
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Teddy Ladd’s Batman Project
By Teddy Ladd - I started this project a long time ago as part of a "special interest GB" with some club members from Genessis
in England. Did not finish but now I'm back on it. Triple diorama and this is part one. Part two is the 69 Batmobile in a junkyard.
That build is finished and I will send pictures asap. Part three will be a 1989 Batman movie Batmobile being worked on. I hope to
finish all this and have it for display at the nationals this fall.
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Part one is not too far from being completed. Paint the body, decals, small parts, roadway base for the 69 Batmobile and Futura.
The 1966 Batmobile and the 1955 Ford Futura [molded in 1955!] will be the first part of a 3 part diorama. Its a "what if" scenario
where the two vehicles pass each other on the road.
Part two is complete and will be the center of the diorama above part one but below part three. Junkyard 69 Batmobile.
Part three hopefully will be the 1989 Batman movie Batmobile in the bat cave getting maintenance and diagnostics. The kit has
mediocre molding but includes the turbo engine, computer cases, detailed interior, machine guns, grappling hook mechanism.
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The details and extent of this part will be determined by time available.
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And a few old corny Batman jokes to fill space and end this segment
before moving on!

Holy Kleenex Batman!
It was right under our nose and we blew it!
If you ever have a child you should name him Gotham so if he cries in
the middle of the night you can turn to my spouse, wake him up, and
say ‘Gotham needs you’.
If Batman was a tree, he’d be Spruce Wayne.
7

Jack’s Latest
In the Mid-90's Marvel X, in Cooperation
with ToyBiz, put out a series of kits
based on Spiderman/Fantastic Four/
Marvel. This was far ahead of the Movies that came out. However, I picked up
a few of these for NOTHING at the RCHTA Show when I was working the Classic
Airframe's Booth. God Bless the Distributors that unloaded stuff as to not take it
back on the Plane. This Kit I gave to my
oldest son, Jimmy. He put it together and
has been in a box and until recently has
not seen the light of day in almost 20
years. Hahaha, Jim is now Dr. Bruno and
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almost 33. I decided to restore
it, my way, and give it to him on
our visit in May. That's IF they
let me cross the border into
Texas......and YA'LL know how
much I love TEXAS!!!
Anyway, after gutting the kit I
super glued all the figure parts
back together. I used a new filler suggested by a model buddy, VALLEJO Plastic Putty. This
stuff is GREAT!!! All I did was
squeeze it from the tube into
the gap and using a wet brush,
smoothed it in. It was ready for
paint the next day. Everything
else was primed and painted as
usual. I did add my twists by
painting like a regular Tank kit

in-
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cluding giving washes, flat coat
and some new grass tufts that are
peel and stick!!! It was a fun project and took about a
week.......mostly waiting for the
putty in the mail. Cool Kit and
looking for The Hulk!!! Cheers and
stay Fluffy my friends!!!
Jack
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“Joey”

an article from Fred Horky

About “Joey”
Last fall you may have read my article about the pulse jet engine of the German V1 cruise missile, the Argus As 109-014). It
included a link to a color video of noisily running on a test stand. (See link at * below.)
That article had been a result of email conversations with my wife’s cousin in his native Guernsey, one of England’s Channel
Islands that are just offshore from France. In it, he had made a mention of the V-1 in relation to the Britten-Norman Trislander. That unusual looking TRI-motor commuter airliner had evolved from the company’s earlier “Islander” .....

.....by way of a long fuselage stretch, plus addition of a third engine, mounted DC-10 style in the fin. For more on how it
happened, see http://www.bush-planes.com/Britten-Norman-Islander-and-Trislander.html. At some point the type became
known as “Joeys”; sources vary so it’s not clear is if it came from one already having a G-JOEY registration, or one being reregistered as such from a nickname used for all of them.

The type served Channel Islands commuters well for decades, but are now retired.
Getting back to the Guernsey cousin who had jump started my interest with an improbable linkage of V1 buzz bomb to Trislander. As a child, he had been evacuated from Guernsey to England just before the German occupiers arrived in 1940. Of his
time as a refugee in England he mentioned “...As an aside, I used to be able to see Trislander flights on their way to Alderney,
away to the west, from our garden. At a casual glance, with the sun setting, the silhouette would remind me of the German V-1
'Buzz-bombs' which came into service towards the end of the war. I never actually saw a V1 of these in flight though I well remember the stuttering sound of their motors - then the deathly silence as they cut out and one waited for the explosion. They 11

were flown, by night, to the north of England, where we were living near Manchester. “
Now, about those Britten-Norman “Trislanders” that served the Channel Islands for so long.
The carrier, Aurigny, was quick to notice that the public had developed a great affection with a particular Trislander whose
call sign letters had made it sort of a mascot all over the islands. Thus, even after several ownerships and registry changes the
airplane was brought back and RE-registered a final time as “G-JOEY” When it was finally retired several years ago (to the
dismay of many fans), it was able to escape the Brit equivalent of the Bone Yard, having been placed on permanent display.
The airplane had first flown in 1975, and served a number of owners under different registrations over her career. In 1991
she was re-acquired by the Aurigny channel islands commuter airline and flew another nearly twenty-five years until retirement in February 1917, forty-two years after its maiden flight! Over her long career, G-JOEY flew a total of 32,600 flight
hours ....not all that much for an airliner .....jetliners can reach 100,000 flight hours, but under vastly different conditions than
this puddle-jumper. However, in that 32K hours G-JOEY made 105,130 landings ...an average of a landing (or “cycle”, in the
airline business) every twenty minutes of flight time!
Recently received from Guernsey are these photographs showing G-JOEY on display.

With the pictures, our cousin-across-the-pond commented about the status of the airplane....
I thought, though, that you would be interested to see where ‘Joey’s’ final resting place is. The Trislander was very well known and loved - in Channel Island airspace and perhaps it is fitting that it should feature so prominently in a visitor attraction in Guernsey. It, or should I call her, ’she’, is suspended, as you see, just over the tables in the café in ‘Oaty and Joey’s Play barn’, a popular
family feature in the Oatlands Village complex. She is, as you can see, very dominant in the limited space where she hangs just
overhead. And far better there, I think, than being dumped in some scrapyard!
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There is still criticism, locally, that the airline replaced its Islanders with small Dornier 228s for inter-island flights - in particular
to Alderney with its single narrow runway - as they appear to be less versatile, while up-dated Islanders are still being manufactured, albeit in Romania.

The Dornier 228 which replaced the Trislanders at Aurigny

Our cousin continued with ...“Strangely, when I hear the name ‘Dornier’, I find myself automatically linking it with WW2 German
13
aircraft, such as ‘Heinkel’ and ‘Messerschmitt’! Those years stick in my memory.”

This writer must concur with that observation: memory linkages die hard in old brains! (An example: “Ho Chi Minh City” will
always be “Saigon” to me!)

This little airplane is obviously something of a celebrity in the U.K., and especially Guernsey. You’ll find tons of links on the
internet about this airplane and its retirement, with articles, numerous photos, in-flight video reports, etc. Here are a few:
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-guernsey-39491787
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-guernsey-39491787
https://www.facebook.com/aurignyairservices/posts/the-joey-of-oldour-iconic-trislander-g-joey-has-returned-to-its-vintagelivery-a/1813112322080183/
About modeling the Trislander:
Unless some serious scratch-building is done, the 1/72nd Airfix Islander kit would be about the only possibility I know of as
the basis of a conversion. Airfix issued the kit in 1972, 1976, 1978, and 2006: it’s now fairly rare but can be found. (I expect
more than a few could be found hiding among the gargantuan stashes to be found this August in Chattanooga!) While obviously pretty dated, the kit is still worthy of the project.
My twin-engine Islander, below, was built out-of-the-box. That was in 1976: at the time I was overseas in Venezuela. Squadron ....they really WERE my “hobby shop in the APO mail bag” ....had marked the kit down severely in their monthly flyer. Evidently the kit of a relatively-unknown airplane wasn’t selling well; at least, on this side of the pond.

My Islander is in the kit markings of the Philippine Navy, for the maritime patrol mission of the country’s thousands of islands
The price was SO low, in fact, that at the time having recently seen an article (complete with a three-view line drawing) about
the then-new 1:1 scale TRISLANDER in AirEnthusiast magazine, I decided to build a conversion, ordered two more kits, scaled
up the magazine drawing to 1/72nd. etc. ....in fact, did everything but built it! (“The Road to Hell is paved with Good Intentions”: we all know about that!) Much later those extra kits .....along with many others ....were (sob!) sacrificed during the Big
BugOut when the Horkys moved from Georgia to North Carolina. (Confession: I’m only here because this is where the grandkids are.)
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The two kits would be necessary for a conversion to Trislander, with fuselages having cuts in different data points to achieve
the correct “stretch” length: the second kit also providing one of its two engine nacelles to be mounted on a scratch-built
fin. The kit has the Islander’s original short nose and most 1:1 scale Trislanders have a nose almost grotesquely stretched, as
seen in these pictures. That would obviously require minor scratch-building .....but the stretch would also make it much easier to stash the weight necessary to prevent a tail-stander.
The internet provides some hints that this conversion has already been done by others, but my quick search found no photos
of any model so completed. On this model airliner link (https://www.airlinercafe.com/forums.php?m=posts&q=10595) several forum contributors discuss a Trislander conversion. Their consensus was that such an article had appeared in the modeling
press, but nobody seemed to remember or have exactly WHERE! They eventually agree that the article had probably been in
the IPMS/UK magazine ....but didn’t know WHICH issue.....
Fred Horky
IPMS/USA 6390
* If you’ve only READ about the buzz bomb’s engine but never heard one running, click on the link below for the full effect!
https://video.search.yahoo.com/search/
video;_ylt=AwrEwGWU2r9bcy4A5of7w8QF;_ylu=X3oDMTBsdXNvNHVuBHNlYwNzZWFyY2gEdnRpZANCNTQ5Ng-;_ylc=X1MDOTY3ODEzMDcEX3IDMgRhY3RuA2NsawRiY2sDZWpnNG83aGQyYmJkYSUyNmIlM0QzJTI2cyUzRHJxBGNzcmNwdml
kA00uaURLREV3TGpMcHdKZzhXaVd0cWhwbk1qWXdOZ0FBQUFBMF9uTzUEZnIDbWNhZmVlBGZyMgNzYS1ncARncHJpZANBQ
1RuR0dfUVFPcWdqdHkudE5fNTNBBG10ZXN0aWQDVUkwMSUzREI1NDk2BG5fcnNsdAM2MARuX3N1Z2cDMARvcmlnaW4Ddm
lkZW8uc2VhcmNoLnlhaG9vLmNvbQRwb3MDMARwcXN0cgMEcHFzdHJsAwRxc3RybAMyMgRxdWVyeQN3YXJiaXJkIG5ld3MgY
nV6eiBib21iBHRfc3RtcAMxNTM5Mjk5OTk4BHZ0ZXN0aWQDQjU0OTY-?
gprid=ACTnGG_QQOqgjty.tN_53A&pvid=M.iDKDEwLjLpwJg8WiWtqhpnMjYwNgAAAAA0_nO5&p=warbird+news+buzz+bomb
&ei=UTF-8&fr2=p%3As%2Cv%3Av%2Cm%3Asa&fr=mcafee#id=1&vid=12fa327a9a352b2f9e9a8d7a3bfad6e8&action=view

Footnote to Fred’s article— He mentions the German occupation.
Here’s a bit more. Just like The Philippines was once a US territory,
the Channel isles were similarly not a part of the UK but under the
administration of Great Britain. Due to their proximity to France
they were occupied early in WW2 and were subject to the German
occupation.

The islands were the only part of the British Isles to be occupied by
the German Army during World War II.

Suffering many of the indignities of the occupation they carried on
the best they could. At one point there was one German soldier for every civilian on the island. Little resistance could
be offered to the invaders as there was no place to hide.
If you every saw the ghost movie “The Others” almost overlooked in the narrative is it is set in one of these islands.
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Photos from the Old Dominion Open

Mike and I made the trip up to Richmond Virginia to attend the Old Dominion Open on February 23rd for
the purpose of promoting the 2019 Nationals. I was slightly reluctant to go but went on and I am glad I
did! This was a huge show, likely the largest on the east coast. Almost 1000 models entered in the contest plus many more just on display, in spite of the Noah level rains going on! We met a lot of people. I
made contact with someone I hadn’t seen for close to 36 years! Chazz Klanian and I had traded letters
back in 1983! That’s one of the cool things about this crazy hobby, friends with a common interest.
Certainly this was a highlight of the weekend for me.
This via e-mail from Chazz: “983 models, with the second year of Gundam categories, 10% of all models entered were Gundam! 213 contestants of which 106 were repeat visitors from 2018 and 107 were
first time contestants. This is huge data. I am convinced that if it had not rained as much as it did we
would of had a lot more of the old timers.”

Frankenfortress—Interesting group build by the
SoMD Modelers. Parts were distributed amongst
various members to assemble and paint. Only rule
was not talking between members. When completed
the parts were sent to another member who assemble the parts into the final product
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Group Build of over 50 Spitfires!!
Hope they come to Chattanooga
in August.

Our own Yancey Christopher did
very well in the contest
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Barry Numerick’s 109

Our Booth to advertise the Nationals
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Group Build of over 50 Spitfires!!
Hope they come to Chattanooga
in August.
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Sent in by Mike Moore - Finally a Kraut Plane he can get into!
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IPMS/ATLANTA/MARIETTA SHOW
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IPMS/ATLANTA/MARIETTA SHOW
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IPMS/ATLANTA/MARIETTA SHOW
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February Club Attendance
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

David Beckman
Dave Blackwell – 1/48 Academy F-4B VF-111 USS Coral Sea W.I.P.
John Brooks
Bob Colbert
Qorozco Cuahutemoc – 1/100 Bandai GUNDAM 79 Ground Type; 1/35 Italeri M4A1 76mm W.I.P.
George Fugett – 1/35 Vulcan Vickers Light Tank Mk.VI B.E.F.
Gary Haars – 1/35 Bronco Flak 41 W.I.P.
Chris Lowrance – Hasbro STIKFAS 3” Action Figure/Fireman
Steve Lewis – 1/72 Fujimi D2Y4 Judy; 1/35 Tamiya Kubelwagen D.A.K.;
1/72 Hobby Boss Hurricane Mk.IIC Malta W.I.P.
Jeff Mattheiss
Dave McCrory – Helmet Base Diorama/Vietnam W.I.P.
Mike Moore
Lynn Petty – Highlights Of ModelCon
Mike Reese – Son’s old 1/72 Academy B-29 for sale
Emanuel Roland – Photos
Dave Scott
Tim Simmons
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Photos from
Our Last
Meeting
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Photos from
Our Last
Meeting
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Photos from
Our Last
Meeting
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Photos
from Our
Last
Meeting
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Photos from
Our Last
Meeting
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Photos from
Our Last
Meeting
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ATL AMPS/FIGURE SHOW
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HURRICANE (Original Title) - Mission of Honor (US Release Title)
This looks set to be released March 15th.
Not sure if it will make
it to Chattanooga
Reviews are very
mixed. Heavy CGI,
but at least one real
Hurricane involved! At
least they used the
markings for 303
Squadron!!!! (303
Squadron was perhaps
the most the famous
Polish squadron in the
RAF during the Battle
of Britain. ) Let’s keep
our ear to the ground
and consider this as a
club movie night.
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Emanuel’s Roving Lens
Emanuel sent these photos of Koss’s memorial at Smyrna as well as these shots of a MC-130 doing
touch and goes at CHA
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Emanuel’s Roving Lens
Emanuel sent these photos of Koss’s memorial at Smyrna as well as these shots of a MC-130 doing
touch and goes at CHA
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